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XCENTRIX

The large picture
windows allowed for
great viewing

The Lunagazer has a
modern, European look

T

The chassis has been developed for
the tough Australian conditions to be
strong yet lightweight

AL-KO stabilising coupler for
improved driving stability
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he team at Alan Graham’s
Caravans & RVs are being
kept busy lately, and they
took some time out of their
hectic schedule to show us
over the Jurgens Lunagazer. According
to Business Manager Andy Graham, this
van is proving to be very popular.
Jurgens Caravans has been building
caravans in South Africa for over 70
years now. Approximately three years
ago, Jurgens turned its sights to manufacturing for the Australian market.
Aware of the harsh road conditions in
Australia, the company had to ensure
its designs and equipment met the Australian standards. To accomplish this,
Jurgens manufactures all Australian
caravans in its Melbourne factory.
At approximately 20ft long and with
a lightweight construction, the Lunagazer can be towed behind a standard
sedan. The new LandCruiser Prado
took the caravan in its stride.

EXTERNAL

The Lunagazer has the modern look
of the European caravans. The front
moulded unit is stylish and there is a
two-tone colour effect down the sides.
The large tinted picture windows give
the Jurgens a classy look and the pinstriping is subtle, to say the least.
The front boot houses the spare
wheel and jack and a gas bottle with

room for a second. The boot lid seals
well, however it uses a metal stick to
hold it up, which is unusual in this day
and age. The rear of the van is moulded fibreglass with LED lights and grab
handles fitted. I was surprised to find
no bumper bar here.

inTERNAL FEATURES
Fridge: Dometic AES three-way 150L
Television: 19in flat-screen TV/DVD
Antenna: Majestic TV antenna
Music System: Radio/CD player
Cooking Equipment: Spinflo gas/electric stove & grill
Microwave: Daewoo 26L
Heating/Cooling: Dometic Roof Air
Rangehood: Dometic 12V
Lighting: 12V
Smoke alarms: Yes
Gas Leakage Detector: No
Cupboard Finishes: Vinyl wrap
Type of latches: Press button
Lounge Configuration: Dinette or cafe
Seating capacity: Four
Upholstery: Fabric
Sink: Stainless steel
Sleeping Configuration: Island bed
Berths: Two as reviewed, four optional
Bed Size(s): 1900x1500
Mattress: Innerspring
Under Bed Storage: Yes
Privacy screens: No
Bathroom Configuration: Rear ensuite
Privacy door: Solid
Toilet: Dometic
Toilet Roll Holder: Yes
Shower Head: Removable
Washing Machine: No
Clothes Dryer: No
Towel Racks: Yes

Jurgens uses a combination of ALKO components in its vans. The AL-KO
stabiliser coupler comes with its own
tow ball, and the red handle when
lowered provides extra stability control
when towing. The clamping action
slows down any tendency for the trailer
to sway and is particularly beneficial
when buffeted by side winds.
The AL-KO rubber independent suspension provides stability on the road.
This suspension is used throughout
Europe and has increased in popularity
in Australia over the last few years.

The large picture windows have
separate screens for privacy…
otherwise, just enjoy the view!

EXTERNAL FEATURES

Jurgens manufactures all Australian
caravans in their Melbourne factory
The chassis has been developed for
tough Australian conditions and uses
a strong yet lightweight galvanised
chassis construction. At first glance,
the chassis appears to be lacking in
strength. However, Jurgens uses a process known as Finite Element Analysis
in its chassis design. This involves
computer modelling to identify stress
points on the chassis, enabling them to
be strengthened in just the right places.
Used in conjunction with the unique
lightweight composite walls, the whole
caravan weighs in at just 1680kg. This
provides for a much larger caravan at a
much lighter weight. More information

While the kitchen is not large
it is certainly functional

Chassis: Specially designed; strong,
lightweight, galvanised and bolted
Frame Construction: Lightweight
composite walls
Windows: Large push out double-glazed
Insulation: Polystyrene
Corner jacks: Wind down
Waste Water Common Outlet: Yes
Water tanks: 120L
Water Tank Covers: Yes
Coupling: AL-KO stabilising coupler
Suspension: AL-KO independent rubber
Clearance: Standard
Brakes: AL-KO electric
Wheels: 14in alloy
Tyres: 195x14
Awning: Dometic A&E8300 rollout
Boot(s): Front
Stone Guard: Vinyl front cover
Gas Cylinder Size/s: 1 x 9kg
Hot Water: Truma 14L gas/electric
Battery: Deep-cycle 80W
Battery Charger: No
Solar Panels: No
Solar Provision: No
Entrance Door: Security flyscreen
Tap on A-frame: Yes
www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au
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TECHNICAL SPECS
Make/Model: Jurgens Lunagazer J2403
Chassis Number: C1000101
External Body Length: 6.325m (20ft 9in)
External Width: 2.35m (7ft 7in)
VIN Tare Weight: 1680kg
Ball Weight: 140kg
RRP: $59,340
NB: length and width are external measurements of the
vehicle shell (and awning) only

CONTACT/THANKS
Contact Person: Andy Graham
Name: Alan Grahams Caravans & RV’s
Address: 514 Pacific Highway,
North Gosford NSW 2250
Phone: (02) 4328 4800
Fax: (02) 4328 5500
Email: info@alangrahams.com.au
Website: www.alangrahams.com.au
Manufacturer: Jurgens Australia
Manufacturers Phone: (03) 5998 3555
Manufacturers email: info@jurgens.com.au

LAYOUT KEY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bed
Kitchen
Fridge
Lounge

5. Table
6. Ensuite
7. Robe

The LandCruiser Prado towed
the Lunagazer with ease
on this can be found at the Jurgens
website: www.jurgens.com.au.
The Lunagazer includes a large Dometic roll-out awning. This stretches from
the front to the rear and provides excellent cover over the door and bedroom
window. The Lunagazer even comes with
a smart blanket to protect the front of the
caravan against stone chips.

INTERNAL
7
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The Jurgens Lunagazer is dressed to
impress. From the moment you walk in
the door, you are overwhelmed by the
classy décor. The vinyl-wrapped furniture makes for clean lines that are easy
to maintain. The check for a splinter
test is made obsolete with this material.
The large picture windows allow you
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WORTH BUYING?

6
The ensuite was a
uniquely designed area
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to take in all the sights. Sitting at the
dinette is comfortable and the backrest
is removable. The dining table has two
positions, shortened or extended. The
shortened position is a little unstable
and there is a plastic stopper to try to
improve this. The extended position
made a very comfortable setting for four.
The Lunagazer has a more than
reasonable amount of storage. The
spice rack behind the benchtop is a
nice touch. The kitchen is functional;
however, when we tried to wash up,
the overhead cupboard was in our way.
Someone a little shorter would not have
found this to be a problem, though. The
rolling cupboard door under the sink
opened while we were driving, but I am
sure this can be sorted with an extra
catch. The microwave was a little high
for our liking, but not out of reach.
The ensuite is a uniquely designed
area. Encompassing good storage space,
the vanity is a small round stainless steel
bowl, which is more than adequate. The
mirror is well positioned above and the
toilet bowl has a good set of cupboards
beside. The ensuite is not large but there
is enough room to get changed. The
shower has a moulded seat within its
design. I am sure there are many people
who will appreciate this.

The Jurgens Lunagazer comes at a competitive price, plus it’s built to suit Australian conditions. The modern and fresh
design of the Lunagazer should appeal
to many buyers, and I am sure it will
continue to be a very popular unit.

